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UPPER PRIMARY SECTION

SUBJECT: SANSKRIT

SYLLABUS

1. GRAMMAR:

   Case-ending: Stression Principles and Application in sentences with varied meanings.
   Declension (Special stress on stems ending in at, an, as, Sarvanamans, numerals one to eight)
   Conjugation (Special stress on the groups Bhavadi, Adadi, Rudhadi, and Hvadi. Further stress on the tenses and moods – lat, lot, lan, vidhilin, Irt, and lit) Sandhi (specially Visargasandhi)
   Krt- Suffixes
   Taddhita-suffixes (special stress on apatyamatupetciyasunand isthan) Samasa (special stress on Dvanda, Tatpurusa, Bahuvrihi and Karmadharyay)

2. HISTORY OF LITERATURE:

   Ramayana and Mahabharata.
   Dramatic Literature (up to 12th Century A.D.)
   Narrative Literature.